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For simple random walk on a finite tree, the corer time is the time taken to visit 
every vertex. For the balanced b-ary tree of height m,the cover time is shown to 
be asymptotic to 2m’b”+’ (log b)/(b- 1) as m + co. On the uniform random 
labeled tree on n vertices, we give aconvincing heuristic argument that he mean 
time to cover and return tothe root is asymptotic o 6(2n)‘/’ n312, and prove aweak 
O(n”*) upper bound. The argument rests upon a recursive formula for cover time 
of trees generated by asimple branching process. ((f 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite connected graph on n vertices. Random walk on G is the 
discrete-time Markov chain (A’,; j> 0) with transition matrix P of the form 
P(u, w) = l/r0 if (u, w) is an edge 
=o if not, 
where r, is the degree of v. 
For each vertex u let T, be the first hitting time: 
TU=min{j~O:Xj=u}. 
It is elementary that he cover time 
C = max T,. 
is a.s. finite. Work of several authors has indicated in broad terms how C 
relates o tructural p operties of the graph G. See [3] for asurvey giving 
general bounds and explicit examples, and[6-9, 131 for subsequent work. 
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The purpose of this paper is to carry through the analysis of two more 
explicit examples, thebalanced b-ary tree and the uniform andom labeled 
tree, toget he results stated inthe abstract bove. 
Usually, if aproblem is quite well understood on general graphs, then 
the special case of trees i trivial. Thisis true for mean hitting times E, T,.: 
on a tree there is a simple explicit formula (Lemma 2), whereas on a 
general graph there is no such intuitively comprehensible formula. 
However, cover times are a little unusual in this regard. Consider the 
parameter i= max,,,,,. E . T . An obvious iteration argument gives 
EC= O(ilog n). 
Now a large class of“not-too-little-connected” graphs satisfy 
(1) 
i= O(n) 
and for such graphs we have EC = O(n log n), the upper bound from (1) 
and the lower bound from [4]. Thus for well-connected graphs the cover 
time is often immediately available (upto constant factors), and theoretical 
interest lies in less well-connected graphs. This explains this interest in 
trees, which are by nature not well-connected. 
An opposite class of graphs satisfy 
i=Q(n’+c). (2) 
For the “natural” graphs in this class which ave been studied, we find that 
EC = G(i), though it is easy to exhibit artificial counterexamples. But these 
natural graphs have strong l-dimensional structure; th  uniform random 
labeled tree (which in a sense [l] has Hausdorf dimension 2) is 
qualitatively different. It is known that i= O(n3’2), and this implies, u ing 
(l), that Q(n3’*) = EC = O(n 3/2 log n). Our result, removing the log term, 
may seem merely a pedantic refinement, but actually has qualitative 
significance. Random walk on these trees rescales [2]to diffusion on a
certain compact random fractal, and absence ofthe log term is equivalent 
to the fact hat he diffusion c vers its tate space in a.s. finite time. 
Between these classes is aclass of“critical” graphs with 
i= O(n log n). 
There are two natural examples: thetwo-dimensional integer torus, and the 
balanced b-ary tree. For each, (1) gives Q (n log n) = EC = O(n log2 n). It 
has been shown [12, 81 that on the b-ary tree it is now the upper bound 
which is correct, i.e., EC= O(n log2 n), and our contribution is to exhibit 
the correct onstant factor. (Iturns out that he simple upper and lower 
bounds in [S] are asymptotically e ch off by a factor f2.) It has recently 
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been shown [13] that EC= @(n log2 n) also n the 2-dimensional torus, 
but computing the correct constant seems difficult in this example. 
EC behaves differently in hetwo examples considered in this paper. So
it is perhaps surprising that hey can be studied inthe same way, by 
considering cover times C,,, for the trees qH consisting of the first m 
generations of a simple branching (Galton-Watson) process. In Section 3 
we set up a recursion (Corollary 6) for certain quantities closely related to 
the C,. This is the obvious approach; but it seems not entirely obvious just 
how to set up a recursion efficiently. The reader isinvited tothink about 
this before ading further. Section 4 applies the recursion t  the h-ary tree. 
Section 5 analyzes the recursion n the critical setting, leading tothe results 
for the uniform andom labeled tree in Section 6.
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We first quote two elementary facts about random walk on finite trees: 
see, e.g., [ll]. The notation E,means “expectation, for the walk started 
at v.” 
LEMMA 1. For a leaf v, the mean return time E, T,: =2(n - l), where n
is the number of vertices. 
LEMMA 2. For an edge (v, w), the mean hitting time E,T,. = 2n,, - 1, 
where 
n,= 1 {x: the path from x to v avoids w}/. 
General mean hitting times E,. Tz can be deduced from Lemma 2 by 
summing along the path from vto z. 
For a non-negative integer-valued r.v. N let T(N) denote a continuous 
r.v. whose distribution, conditional on N= m, is Gamma (m, I), i.e., has 
densityf(t)= t”-‘eP1 /(m - 1 )! when m 2 1 (I(O) = 0). For a family (Nj) of 
r.v.‘s, let (T(N;)) denote a family which, given (Ni =mj for all i), are inde- 
pendent Gamma(m,, 1). For non-negative real-valued Y let 9( Y) denote a 
discrete r.v. whose distribution, conditional  Y = y, is Poisson (y). 
LEMMA 3. Let (m , , . . m,) be non-negative. Throwa fair (j + 1 )-sided ie
until “1” has appeared atleast m, times, “2” has appeared atleast m, 
times, . . and ‘7” has appeared atleast mitimes. Let N be the number of 
times that “j+ 1” has appeared. Then 
N g 9 tlyzj Qn,)), .-. 
where =’ denotes quality n distribution. 
409’157’1-19 
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This follows from the obvious Poissonization argument, i.e., by
considering the die throws as occurring at the times of a Poisson (rate j)
process. 
Consider a rooted tree with n vertices. For random walk on the tree 
started at the root, let C be the cover time, and let C+ be the time to cover 
and return tothe root. We now make an artificial construction wh se use 
will become clear inthe proof of Lemma 5 below. Call the root “0.” Make 
an extended tree by adding anew vertex “00,” connected only to 0, and 
make 00 the root of the extended tree. For random walk on the extended 
tree started at00, let R be the number of traversals of the directed edge 
(00,O) until the cover time. Call R the excursion r.v. associated with the 
original tree. We can relate EC to ER as follows. 
LEMMA 4. 2(n-l)(ER-l)-maxiEiT,bEC<ECf=2(n-l)(ER-1). 
Proof: On the extended tree, let C* be the time required to cover and 
return tothe root 00. The mean return time to 00 is 2n by Lemma 2, and 
so by Wald’s identity 
EC* = 2nER. 
We can write 
C*=C+A+B+(2R-l), 
where C is the time spent by the extended walk in the original tree until 
that ree is covered; A is the time subsequently required to hit 0 (which 
occurs at time T say); and B is the time subsequently required to hit 00. 
It remains to count he time spent in the first ep and in the steps 
0 + 00 + 0 before T,and this uses time 2R - 1. 
Now C is the cover time for the original tree, and C + A is the “cover 
and return to root” time (C+). Also, EA d max, E,T,, and B + 1 is dis- 
tributed as the return time of 00, so EB + 1 = 2n. Putting these estimates 
together gives the lemma. 
3. COVERING ALTON-WATSON TREES 
Let q = (h ql, .  . ) be a probability d stribution with q. < 1. Consider a 
simple Galton-Watson branching process, with 1 founder individual in 
generation 0, with offspring distribution q. LetYm be the family tree of the 
first m generations of this process. LetR, be the excursion r.v. associated 
with &, as above. Note R, = 1. Here is the key fact. 
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LEMMA 5. 
where (Ri; j> 1) are independent copies ofR,, where Q has distribution q 
and is independent of the R’,, and where the max of an empty set is zero. 
ProoJ Fix m. Write ul, . . u, for the individuals in the first generation, 
0 for the founder individual, and Ym for the family tree of the first m 
generations. Let 00be an artificial root ttached to 0, and call the xtended 
tree Sz. Write Yi for the tree consisting of 0,vj and the descendants of 
vI through eneration m + 1. Then S; is distributed as Sz, independently 
as j varies. 
There is a natural construction of random walk on 52 + i in terms of 
random walks (X’(i); i 3 0) on the Y; started at 0. Let Ui, U{, . . be the 
successive return times of x’ to 0, and let Si= (A”( U,l_ ,), P( Ul- 1 + l), .. 
A?( Us’)) bethe rth excursion of the random walk Xi. The walk X on Sz + , 
is constructed as follows, in terms of its excursions from 0. Each time the 
walk hits 0, toss afair (Q + 1)-sided ie. If it lands j (1 <j< Q) then use 
the next excursion &{ of Xj as the next excursion of X. If the die lands 
Q + 1, take the next excursion of X to be 0 -00 -+ 0. It is clear that he 
process X constructed thus is indeed simple random walk on Sz +, . 
Now 41 is covered after (say) Ri traversals of the directed edge (0, v,~). 
Thus 9--* m+ i is covered after there have been at least Rk rolls of“ui ,” . . 
and Rf, rolls of“va.” Then Lemma 3 tells u how many rolls of00 there 
have been: adding 1for the first ep gives the lemma. 
We can reformulate thisrecursion m re cleanly. Define B, = T(R,). For 
real t3 0 let H(t) =r( 1 + P(t)). Explicitly, H(t)is the distribution with 
density h(t, .) defined at(4) below. For a r.v. B,write H(B) for ar.v. whose 
distribution, conditional  B = t, is H(t). Then applying ZJ. )to both sides 
of Lemma 5 gives. 
COROLLARY 6 (The Recursion Formula). B, + , 2 H(max 1 <I G p Bm). 
Note that EB, = ER,, and so Lemma 4 relates EC, to EB,. Thus for 
trees generated by branching processes, w  have reduced the study of mean 
cover times to the study of EB,, which can be accomplished via
Corollary 6. 
Writing N(,u, a’) for the Normal distribution, we can approximate 
P(t) zN( t, t) for large t, and r(m) GZ N(m, m) for large m, so 
H(t)zAqt+ 1,2t) as t-+03. (3) 
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Here we are being imprecise with our approximation symbol z. But H(t) 
has explicit density h(t, .) defined by
(4) 
Our uses of the Normal approximation (3) can be justified rom (4) and 
straightforward an lysis, Theseries in(4) can be expressed in terms of 
Bessel functions, but this doesn’t seem helpful. 
4. b-Aw TREES 
Fix b > 2. Let &?W be the balanced b-ary tree of height w . The number IZ, 
of vertices satisfies 
n,= 1 +b+b2+ ... +b”= 
b m+l-l 
b-l ’ 
Let C, be the cover time, starting from the root. 
THEOREM 7. (i) EC,,, - 2m2b”+ ‘(log b)/(b - 1) as m + 00. 
(ii) C,jEC, + 1 in probability as m -+ co. 
Part (ii) san easy consequence of (i) and a general fact about covering. 
For each m let i(m) =max,,E, T,,, bethe maximum mean first hitting time 
for andom walk on &. Then by [5, Theorem 31 it suffices to prove 
i(m)/EC,, -+ 0. (5) 
But using Lemma 2 we can compute i(m) exactly, andwe find 
i(m) =O(mn,) (6) 
verifying ( 5 ).
Proof of Theorem 7. Using Lemma 4 and (6) it suffices to prove 
ER, - (log b) m2. 
Now R, has an obvious submultiplicity property 
P( R, > u + v) < P(R, > u) P( R, > v); integers u, v Z0 (7) 
and therefore it suffices to prove 
&I- (log 6) m2 in probability. 
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Putting B,= f(R,), it suffices to prove 
Bz2 - (log b)‘j2 m in probability. (8) 
This uggests doing asquare-root space transformation in therecursion 
formula, Corollary 6. That is, we consider the kernel K(t, .) with density 
k( t, x) = h( t2, x2)/(2x), where his the density of H( t, .), 
Using (3), 
K(t) zN(t, l/2) as t+so. 
Writing /?, =a, the recursion f rmula gives 
(9) 
(10) 
where K(T) denotes a r.v. which, conditional  T = t, has density k(t, .). 
Consider the natural way of embedding the trees L!& as &?I c
93 2c ... cLB such that he leaves ofB,,, remain leaves ofL?& +, . Formally, 
the infinite tr e &J contains a path rO, rl, r2, .. such that, for each m, 
cutting the dge (rm, r,,?+ r) ad making r, the root of its component yields 
the balanced b-ary tree L&,,. Given a kernel K, we can define a process 
(2, :u E &I) as follows. 
(i) Z, = 0 for leaves u.
(ii) If v has descendants II,, ..t‘,, then Z,, =’ K(max, <i<b Z,). . . 
The recurrence formula (10) says 
PROPOSITION 8. Let K be a stochastically monotone k rnel on[0, 00) 
such that K(x, [x+ 1, co)) >0 f or all x and such that, for each 
-c0<e<a, 
s expMy - 4) Kb, 44-+ ,(e) = E exp(W as x-+co.
Suppose there exists c,, > 0 such that inf,d,(e) eP”“Ob = 1. Then, for (Z,_) 
defined above, 
m-‘Z r, -+ co in probability. 
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Informally, (9) says we can apply the Proposition with 5 =N(O, l/2), 
giving d<(8) = e @I4 Precisely, we need to verify .
I 
m 
eO”- I) h(t*, x2) dx ~ &iq4 as t-co. 
0 2x 
This is routine from (4). Then the Proposition holds for co = m, and 
then (11) verifies (8)and establishes t  Theorem. 
Proof of Proposition 8. The proof uses variants of well-known techni- 
ques, so we shall be brief. First consider S, = Cr=, <,, where the (5,) are 
i.i.d. copies of5. The fundamental l rge deviation theorem says 
brnP(S, > cm) + 0, c > co (12) 
+ 1, c < co. (13) 
Suppose instead that (S, ; WI 20) is the Markov chain with So = 0 and with 
transition kernel K satisfying the hypotheses of the Proposition. It is
straightforward to show that (12) (13) remain true. Now 2, can be 
represented as the maximum of b” dependent r.v.‘s S,,one associated with 
each of the 6” paths from r, to the leaves, and each distributed as S,,, 
above. Thus the upper bound 
P( Zrm > cm) -+ 0, c > co 
follows from (12) and Boole’s inequality. The lower bound uses an 
embedded branching process argument. Consider first the homogeneous 
case K(x, dy) =P(x + 5 E dy). Given c< co we can by (13) choose A4 such 
that 
b”P(S,>cM)> 1. 
Now define a process of“special” vertices as follows. 
(a) Some single v rtex atsome height ( = distance from leaves) i. is 
special. 
(b) For i > 1, a vertex v at height iO+ iA is special iff it has some 
descendant ii of height i, + (i - 1) M which is special nd is such that 
Z”>Z,$CM. 
Then the special vertices form asupercritical branching process. By varying 
i, and the initial vertex in(a), it is easy to see that as. there is some initial 
vertex for which this branching process does not become xtinct; therefore 
a.s. 
lim inf m ~ ‘Z,_ > c. 
The non-homogeneous case, with which the Proposition deals, issimilar. 
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5. CRITICAL TREES 
Consider now a branching process whose offspring distribution Q has 
mean 1 and variance 0 < c2 < cc. Such a critical branching process becomes 
extinct a.s., sothe entire family tree 9 is finite. As in Section 2,extend 9 
by attaching a  artificial root 00 to the original root 0. For random walk 
on this extended tree started at 00, let R be the number of crossings from 
00 to 0 before covering. Letting m + cc in the recursion formula 
(Corollary 6) gives an identity satisfied by B = T(R). 
COROLLARY 9. 
B 2 H ( l~,yQ B’), 
. . 
where (B’) are i.i.d. copies of B. 
To write this more explicitly let f(t) be the density of B, let 
F(t)= P(B> t)= jy f(s) ds, let h(t, .) be the density (4) of H(t), and let 4
be the probability generating function of Q. Then 
f(x) = cO(O, x) + jOm 46 x)f (t) 4’(1 -J’(t)) dr. (14) 
We will be interested in the tail behavior fthe distribution of B, i.e., the 
asymptotic behavior ff(x). 
Conjecture 10. f(x) - 6oP2xP2 as x + co. 
Heuristic Argument. Suppose f is regularly varying, with exponent - CY, 
say. For large t, fis essentially constant over the range of h(t, .) and so we 
can rewrite (14) as 
l/O’(l -F(x)) - jK 46 x)f (t)/f (x) dt. 
0 
(15) 
As x + cc we have 1 -$‘(l -F’(x)) -F(x) d”(l)-F(x) o2and so the left 
side of (15) is z 1+ F(x) 02. The right side, from the assumed regular 
variation, behaves like 
I = h(t, x)(t/x)-” dt. 0 
But h(t, .) is approximately he Normal (t + 1,2t) density, andthe natural 
expansion fthe integral gives leading terms 
l+cr(a+l)x-‘. 
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Equating the sides and differentiating, 
f(x) CT* z a(a + 1) x-* 
which identifies c( as 2. 
Remark. This can be made rigorous ifit is known that f is indeed 
regularly varying. Presumably more careful analysis could establish this; 
unfortunately this result isnot by itself su ficient for our applications, s  we 
have not pursued the analysis. 
For our formal results let us restrict to he special case where Q has 
Poisson (1) distribution (thegeneral case is similar). Here Eq. (14) for the 
distribution of B becomes 
f(x)=ep(‘+‘)+ 
s 
x1 h(t, x)f(t) exp( -F(t)) dt. (16) 
0 
PROPOSITION 11. There xists a < co such that 
P(B>x)<ax-’ ,for all x > 0. 
P(R>x)<ax-’ for all x > 0. 
Proof: The recursion f rmula (Corollary 6) with Q = ’ Poisson( 1) can 
be regarded asa map p + r(p) on distributions. It is clear this map preser- 
ves stochastic ordering: if p,< pz (i.e., if pi[0, x] 3 p2[0, x] for all x) then 
r(,uLI) 6 r&). So suppose we can exhibit some p such that r(p) < ,L Then 
by induction dist(B,) 4 p for all m, and hence dist(B) < p. So fix a3 1 and 
consider ,D with density 
f(t)=atmm2; t2 a. 
To prove the bound for B it will suffice to show r(,u)4p, and by (16) it 
suffices to show 
s 
cc 
h(t,x) tP’exp(-a/t)dt-x-*< -em(“+‘); x 3 a. (17) 
0 
Expanding exp, this quantity is bounded by the sum of the following three 
terms. 
J(x) =c,^ 4t, x) tP2dt-xP2 
--d,(x) = -a s m h(t, x) t 3 dz 0 
+a’J,(x) = $z’ fin h(t, x) t -4 dt. 
0 
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From the explicit expression (4)for h(t, x)routine analysis g ves 
J(x) -6~~~; J,(x) -x-‘; Jz(x) ‘v x- 4. 
Thus we can choose x0 such that 
J(x) < 7xp3, J,(x) 2 0.9x-‘, J2(x) < 1.1xp4; x 3xg. 
Then the quantity at (17) is, for x3 x0, bounded by 
7 -0.35a + 0.55a a 
x3 yr i-1. 
( ) 
Taking a= max(x,, 21) yields (17). The bound for R (with slightly larger 
a) follows easily from the representation B = T(R). 
6. COMBINATORIAL RANDOM TREES 
There are nnp2 trees onthe nlabeled vertices (0,1, . . n - 1) with root 
0. Let Yn be the uniform andom tree chosen from this et. As far as the 
random walk is concerned, we can drop the labels and consider Yn as a 
(non-uniform) random rooted unlabeled tree. 
LEMMA 12 (Branching Process Representation of Uniform Trees). Let 
F be the entire family tree of the branching process with Poisson (1) off- 
spring, and let 1Y 1 be the total population size. Then 5, has the conditional 
distribution qf T given 1F 1 = n. 
This is straightforward to ve ify; see, e.g., Kolchin [lo] for this approach 
to combinatorial andom trees. We also need a standard esult e.g., [lo, 
Lemma 2.1.41. 
LEMMA 13. P((Fl =n)-n-3!2/fi. 
Let CJ be the time taken by random walk on cqr to cover and return to
the root. 
Conjecture 14. EC,+ - 6,/5;; n312. 
By Lemma 4 this is equivalent to 
ER,-3fin112, (18) 
where R, is the excursion r.v. associated with FE as in Section 3.But R, is 
distributed as R conditioned on (r) = n by Lemma 12, where R denotes 
the xcursion r.v. associated with Y. So 
P(R>r)=CP((FI =n) P(R,>r). (19) 
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putting x =rn ~ ‘. But Conjecture 10 says P(R > r) -6r-‘, so this identifies 
CI = l/2 and then 6= (27~~ ‘I2 2E<, that is, Et = 3,,/&, suggesting (18). 
Returning to the rigorous argument, Moon [ 11, Corollary 6.3.11 shows 
that, for auniform andom vertex j,
ET, - fi n312. 
Thus we certainly have EC,, =Q(n3’*). Ourresults yield a weak kind of 
upper bound. 
PROPOSITION 15. C’J /n3’* istight asn --f 03 through some subsequence. 
Remark. Although weak, this is enough to imply [2] that he limit 
process “diffusion on the continuum fractal” covers infinite time. 
Proof of Proposition 15. Proposition 11, Lemma 13, and ( 19) imply 
there exists A < co such that 
xnp3’2P(R,>r)<Ar-1, r>O. (20) 
We shall show 
Wn “* is tight asn + DZ through some subsequence. (21) 
For if (21) fails, then there exists E>O and s, =~(n”~) such that 
P(R, >s,) 3.z for all n. 
But let n,,(r) = min {n : s, > r} = o(r*). Then 
~n~3/2P(R,>r)> c np3’2P(R,>s,) 
n n > no(r) 
2~ C nd312 
n 2 o(9) 
= w(r-I). 
This contradicts (20)and establishes (21). 
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Now consider n -+ co through the subsequence in (21). On a fixed tree, 
R satisfies th  ubmultiplicitivity condition (7), and so on non-random 
trees wehave n-'12R, tight implies n 'j2ER bounded. Thus (21), applied 
conditionally on the trees Fn, implies that n~ 'ILf2E(R,, 1 Fj) is tight. Applying 
Lemma 4 conditionally, we conclude that K~'~E(C,: ) Fn) is tight. The 
Proposition follows. 
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